
LETTER OF INTENT

RE. REZONING & DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION FOR 668 DOHERTY 

October 28 2021 

To whom it may concern,

I, Tarsem Dhillon, owner of 668 Doherty Drive, am applying for a Development Permit and a change of 
zoning for the property.  My hope is to convert/revitalize my existing commercial building into 
affordable housing.  

I am applying to change the current main floor zoning (commercial) to a residential zoning for the whole 
building such that I may create 3 levels of apartments with a variance to allow parking as per site plan to
be deemed adequate by the city of Quesnel for this project.

I wish to provide affordable housing to low-income seniors and individuals with special needs, as we see 
this is a neglected demographic and an area where current housing shortages hit the hardest.  Our 
building will  offer small adaptive and accessible units suitable for singles on income assistance and 
provide a safe harbor and community atmosphere.  

We feel it is very likely our occupants will not own vehicles or drive, and thus, feel an amendment to the 
parking bylaw in this particular instance makes sense.  Our conversion creates a safe clean and 
affordable community environment within walking distance to amenities (groceries, restaurants, 
services, parks/river walking trails..) and offers a safe place to live, meet and engage in activities with 
friends and family.  

I feel that these improvements not only assist the need for housing in Quesnel, but will help revitalize 
the immediate surrounding community, and inspire growth and healthy secure living. 

I thank you for your consideration of this proposal and the supporting rationale.

Respectfully,

Tarsem Dhillon
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